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Introduction – Great Lighting Decisions Can Be 
Simplified

 Creating a lighting installation that enhances safety requires a plan 

 ‘Safe Lighting’ can be as ambiguous as ‘Good Lighting’….ask 5 people and get 7 
opinions

 The evolution of lighting technology has created confusion – ‘bright and shiny’ and 
lowest price seldom result in the selection of the right product

 The key to safe lighting is understanding what to look out for and well established 
lighting standards

 Simple tools and strategies exist to answer key questions before installation

 Following simple proven guidelines and applying the right tools will produce a consistent 
and superior result



Evolution of Technology Creates Confusion

 Non lighting people have flooded the market place – a good understanding of lighting 
science and standards is hard to find

 ‘Hurts my eyes’ is not a standard of excellence in lighting performance

 The ‘brighter is better’ slippery slope

 Design Lights Consortium (DLC) is not a measure of performance to lighting standards 
– it’s a utility rebate program based on LPW

 Many solutions are driven more by marketing than by good lighting design principles, 
standards, and science.

 Lighting standards are still relevant because they are based on how our eyes operate, 
which has changed little in thousands of years.
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Which LEDs Are the Best?

 Technology has evolved

 The LED package is being optimized

– Simple surface mount

– High output discrete chips

– Multi-die chips

– Chip On Board (COB) modules

– Mid wattage high output

 Strengths and Weaknesses in each

 How to select the best option?



Which LEDs Are the Best? – Cobra Head Example

 Discrete – better thermal management, excellent optical performance, lower glare, 
redundancy

 COB – lower cost, compact design, higher glare

 Both can survive full life when properly applied / engineered

Discrete LED Chips – Individual Optics COB Module – Large Single Optic



Selection Process - Lighting Beauty Contest?

Most customers evaluate lighting based on which one is the best 
looking and which one is the lowest cost

?

The Beauty Contest seldom works – you either get too much 
light, not enough light, too much glare, the wrong distribution, short life, 
etc, etc



Bridgeport Connecticut – The Process



Watts and Lumens do not determine if a light source meets the requirements of an 
application – neither is a measure of good photometric performance

Problem lighting projects do not 

happen by accident – someone had to violate 
good lighting design principals

Reality Check – Watts and Lumens Don’t Cut It



Published lumen output numbers on various light sources:

How Much Light Are You Replacing?

Examples of claimed 
‘Equivalents’ to 250w HPS:

- 180w LED
- 150w LED
- 120w LED
- 105w LED
- 80w LED
- 60w LED

How do you know which one is correct?



60w LED vs 60w LED – Big Difference



Test Installation Results
Spring Lake, Michigan

60w LED 
Retrofits

Existing 
60w LED 

Lights



AFTER - Installation Results
Spring Lake, Michigan



Poor Uniformity – Note Sidwalks and Dark ‘snake’ down roadway

Standards – Uniformity Matters



Standards – Correct Uniformity



Technology Evolution Example – The LED Corn Cob

• Low price

• Easy to install

• Bright appearance

• Reduced quality driver

• Reduced surge suppression

• Reduced light performance

• Poor Reliability

• Poor light performance

Looks good from the ground – fails most important criteria

Wasn’t a cheap bulb the problem we were trying to fix?



EXAMPLE - LED Corn Cobs
(Screw in lights looked bright from the ground)

HOW WELL CAN YOU SEE THE CARS?

LIT BY NEW 
LED FIXTURES

LIT BY LED
SCREW IN

BULBs

LIT BY OLD 
METAL HALIDE

FIXTURES



70o

Spec Compliant Light Source:
• Light control - reduce waste and glare
• Light at or below 70° critical
• Minimize uplight or glare (wasted light)
• Uniform illumination on the ground
• Dark skies friendly/compliance
• Rebate approval

The Retrofit Goal:
Meet or exceed the performance of 

the existing light source per IES 
standards

Uplight & 
Waste

Critical 
Photometric 
Performance

High Angle Light - source of 
glare – gives the appearance of 
brightness but is wasted light

20o

Best Position 
for Highest 

Intensity Light 

How to Retrofit Right the First Time - Basics

Best Position 
for Highest 

Intensity Light 



LED SCREW INS – The Dark Spot 
(Screw in lights looked bright from the ground)

From the ground, they all 
look bright….right?

LED
SCREW IN

BULB

S7 Shoebox 
Retrofits

S7 Shoebox 
Retrofits

Note: similar ‘brightness’ 
or glare, yet lumen 
output of S7 is close 
to 3 times the LED 
screw in bulb



LED SCREW INS – The Dark Spot 
(Screw in lights looked bright from the ground)

VISIBILITY OF THE LINES SPEAKS VOLUMES

LIT BY S7 
Shoebox 
Retrofit

LIT BY LED
SCREW IN

BULBs



Roadway Lighting – Basics of Safety

Safe lighting has several major elements:

 Motorist Safety

 Pedestrian Safety

 Protection of Wildlife and Habitat

 Protection of Property

 Minimizing potential liability

Human eye adaptation must be considered

in safe lighting systems



Safe Roadway Lighting – A Technical Challenge

Objective: To improve traffic safety and law enforcement efforts by enabling people to see 
comfortably and identify objects in the roadway quickly and accurately during darkness 
and under a wide variety of weather conditions

 Horizontal luminance

 Vertical illuminance

 Minimize direct and reflected glare

 Minimize extreme brightness differences (uniformity)

 Minimize light pollution, light trespass, and uplight

 Peripheral detection

 Minimize shadows

 Support energy conservation & 
maintenance objectives

 Circadian rhythms



Safety & Security Elements

 Safety 

– Identification of hazards or obstructions 

– Accident avoidance

 Security

– Create perception of comfort

– Reduce the opportunity for a person to hide

– Create a scene where movement can be detected

– Create a fear of detection, identification or apprehension by potential criminals

 Avoid situations that hamper seeing or cause visual confusion

– Provide adequate illuminance (vertical & horizontal)

– Luminance & illuminance ratios

– Avoid glare

– Minimize harsh shadows

– Contrast



Safe Lighting – Glare, Vision, and Color Temperature
 Is ‘Brighter’ better? Is more a good thing or bad thing?

 According to a 2012 report of the American Medical Association, “Glare from nighttime 
lighting can create hazards ranging from discomfort to visual disability.” 

 International Dark Skies Association reports “Outdoor lighting is intended to enhance 
safety and security at night, but too much lighting can actually have the opposite 
effect. Visibility should always be the goal. Glare from bright, unshielded lights actually 
decreases safety because it shines into our eyes and constricts our pupils. This can not 
only be blinding, it also makes it more difficult for our eyes to adjust to low-light 
conditions.”

 The perception of safety is achieved in a well lit low glare environment where pedestrian 
conflict with motorized vehicles is reduced, and where vertical illumination supports easy 
facial identification/recognition.

 Standards are moving towards warmer color temps (4000K & 3000K)



LIGHTING CONVERSIONS SIMPLIFIED

Lets take the adventure out of lighting…

“Nice, boring, predictable lighting projects”



Keys to Success – The Fundamentals

 Lighting Standards – Illuminating Engineering Society has standards for most public 
spaces – meet or exceed existing installation

 Proven tools are available that predict what the environment will look like before 
installing the first lights

 Directed and controlled light sources are required to achieve lighting 
standards. Highest LPW is not the key. Reliability & light control is paramount.

 Small test installs help validate analysis results and create consensus in the community

 Understand the numbers – performance to lighting standards, payback, ROI, and cost of 
ownership including reliability

 Convert with confidence



Lighting Standards
Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)

IES Standards – published Recommended Practices

IES Recommended Practices are the recognized legal standard across the US 
and most of Canada

 Roadway standards – RP-8

 Parking Lot Standards – RP-20

 Residential Security Standards – RP-33

Customers can be exposed to legal liability based on lighting standards 
compliance

Compliance is fairly easy to plan for and verify

Compliance primary focus – UNIFORMITY

Brighter is not necessarily better

A bright appearance may not be enough
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High Pressure Sodium to LED
Fort Lee, Virginia



60w LED Retrofit
Uniformity Issues with Short Distribution



LED Post Top Installation
Fort Lee, Virginia



Before and after –



Use the right predictive tools –
Roadway Layout to IES standards



Use the right predictive tools –
Roadway Layout to IES standards



Lighting Layouts Work

Predicted results matched actual results



SUCCESSFUL LIGHTING Conversions – simple 
when done right

Correct Lighting Design

1. Define the application and conditions

2. Identify the published lighting standards

3. Conduct layout to confirm compliance prior

4. Evaluate priorities based on the numbers $$

5. Install small quantity for feedback

6. No short cuts (ie cheap photocell)

7. Enjoy your successful installation, develop new hobby, get promotion

Standards compliance is peace of mind and reduced legal risk – who 
wouldn’t want to light to standards?



SUCCESSFUL LIGHTING Conversions – Best 
Practices

1. Whiter looks brighter BUT

- It’s where you get the most complaints

- Studies warn against white/blue light (high color temp / CCT)

- Most communities use 3000K & 4000K

2. Glare is becoming a major issue – avoid high glare lights

3. Understand coverage, standards, back light, and stray light

4. Test installs with feedback go a long way to keeping things quiet

5. Protect against over light or under light – protection in standards

I have never had to return to a project that had a proper 
lighting layout out up front



For more information contact Vega at:

www.vegalightcontrol.com

Jeff TeRoller
C 616-717-3451

jeff.teroller@vegalightcontrol.com

Ultra Long Life – Uncompromising – American Made


